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Conclusions

● PFS survey data will be available to the Caltech/JPL 
community starting in 2020

● 2394 fibers covering 1.2 deg2, 380-1260 nm

● Three science pillars:
– Cosmology

– Galaxy evolution

– Galactic archaeology

PFS 

 a Prime Focus Spectrograph
on Subaru 

SUBARU PFS

S. Arnouts (LAM)

PI:   Hitoshi Murayama   (IPMU & Berkeley)
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SUMIRe : HSC + PFS

Subaru Measurements of 
Images and Redshifts
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Wide Field
 Corrector

FOV : 1.8 deg2

HSC : 870M pixels
SSP  :   330n 
           Cosmology
               Clustering, WL
           Galaxy evolution

FOV : 1.3 deg2

PFS  :  2400 fib. / 0.38-1.3μm

SSP  :   360n 
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Depth-Area Comparison
Wide-field imaging with Hyper Suprime-Cam 3
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Figure 1: Left: The limiting magnitudes (in r) and solid angles of the HSC-Wide, Deep and Ultradeep (UD) layers,
compared with other existing, on-going, and planned surveys. The three layers are complementary to each other, and
each of the three layers covers a significantly wider area than do other on-going surveys of comparable depth. The
narrow-band components of the Deep and Ultradeep layers are unique; no other project is planning a major survey
to comparable depth. Right: The HSC bandpasses, including the reflectivity of all mirrors, transmission of all optics
and filters, and response of the CCDs, assuming an airmass of 1.1. Both the broad-band and narrow-band filters are
shown. The lower panel shows the spectrum of sky emission lines, demonstrating that the red narrow-band filters lie
in relatively dark regions of the sky spectrum.

The top-level scientific goals for the HSC survey are:
• To derive stringent dark energy constraints from the combination of the HSC WL observables and the
galaxy clustering information from the BOSS survey to precisions of σ(wpivot) ! 0.03 and the dark energy
figure-of-merit FoM ≡ 1/[σ(wpivot)σ(wa)] ! 100.
• To use WL to constrain deviations from General Relativity to a higher precision than the current SDSS
constraint (Reyes, Mandelbaum et al. 2010) by a factor of 4.
• To study SDSS-like volumes of galaxies in a series of redshift slices observed through broad- and narrow-
band filters to carefully-tuned depths, in order to understand the properties and evolution of galaxies from
z ∼ 7 to today, as well as to constrain the physics of cosmic reionization at high redshift, z ! 5 − 7.

To achieve these scientific goals, we propose a ‘wedding-cake’ survey with three layers:
• The Wide layer will cover 1400 deg2 and will be done in five broad-bands, g, r, i, z, and y, to a depth
of r ! 26, and to similar depths in the other bands. This is designed to characterize the z < 2 galaxy
population, and to measure WL shear as a function of redshift and spatial scale.
• The Deep layer will cover 27 deg2 in four carefully selected fields distributed over a range of right

ascensions (RA). It will go a magnitude deeper than the Wide layer in the broad-bands, and will also
use three narrow-band filters to look for Lyman-α emitters (LAEs) at z = 2.2, 5.7, and 6.6 to study their
evolution and the topology of cosmic reionization. Its multiple repeat exposures will enable powerful testing
and mitigation of systematic lensing errors.
• The Ultradeep (UD) layer will image two fields (3.5 deg2) in both the five broad-band filters and three
narrow-band filters, going a magnitude fainter still, to discover ∼ 6000 LAEs at z = 5.7 and 6.6, several
tens of LAEs at z = 7.3, and about 120 Type Ia supernovae to z ∼ 1.4.

The left panel of Figure 1 shows that these three layers are complementary to each other and are significantly
more powerful than are the previous, competitive on-going, and upcoming surveys. Combining the three
layers allows us to cover a broad range of science topics spanning a wide range of length scales and redshifts.
We need about 200 nights in total (including overheads and assuming that 30% of nights will have poor
weather) to carry out the Wide layer, and 100 nights for the Deep and Ultradeep layers. Table 1 summarizes
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Figure 1: Left: The limiting magnitudes (in r) and solid angles of the HSC-Wide, Deep and Ultradeep (UD) layers,
compared with other existing, on-going, and planned surveys. The three layers are complementary to each other, and
each of the three layers covers a significantly wider area than do other on-going surveys of comparable depth. The
narrow-band components of the Deep and Ultradeep layers are unique; no other project is planning a major survey
to comparable depth. Right: The HSC bandpasses, including the reflectivity of all mirrors, transmission of all optics
and filters, and response of the CCDs, assuming an airmass of 1.1. Both the broad-band and narrow-band filters are
shown. The lower panel shows the spectrum of sky emission lines, demonstrating that the red narrow-band filters lie
in relatively dark regions of the sky spectrum.

The top-level scientific goals for the HSC survey are:
• To derive stringent dark energy constraints from the combination of the HSC WL observables and the
galaxy clustering information from the BOSS survey to precisions of σ(wpivot) ! 0.03 and the dark energy
figure-of-merit FoM ≡ 1/[σ(wpivot)σ(wa)] ! 100.
• To use WL to constrain deviations from General Relativity to a higher precision than the current SDSS
constraint (Reyes, Mandelbaum et al. 2010) by a factor of 4.
• To study SDSS-like volumes of galaxies in a series of redshift slices observed through broad- and narrow-
band filters to carefully-tuned depths, in order to understand the properties and evolution of galaxies from
z ∼ 7 to today, as well as to constrain the physics of cosmic reionization at high redshift, z ! 5 − 7.

To achieve these scientific goals, we propose a ‘wedding-cake’ survey with three layers:
• The Wide layer will cover 1400 deg2 and will be done in five broad-bands, g, r, i, z, and y, to a depth
of r ! 26, and to similar depths in the other bands. This is designed to characterize the z < 2 galaxy
population, and to measure WL shear as a function of redshift and spatial scale.
• The Deep layer will cover 27 deg2 in four carefully selected fields distributed over a range of right

ascensions (RA). It will go a magnitude deeper than the Wide layer in the broad-bands, and will also
use three narrow-band filters to look for Lyman-α emitters (LAEs) at z = 2.2, 5.7, and 6.6 to study their
evolution and the topology of cosmic reionization. Its multiple repeat exposures will enable powerful testing
and mitigation of systematic lensing errors.
• The Ultradeep (UD) layer will image two fields (3.5 deg2) in both the five broad-band filters and three
narrow-band filters, going a magnitude fainter still, to discover ∼ 6000 LAEs at z = 5.7 and 6.6, several
tens of LAEs at z = 7.3, and about 120 Type Ia supernovae to z ∼ 1.4.

The left panel of Figure 1 shows that these three layers are complementary to each other and are significantly
more powerful than are the previous, competitive on-going, and upcoming surveys. Combining the three
layers allows us to cover a broad range of science topics spanning a wide range of length scales and redshifts.
We need about 200 nights in total (including overheads and assuming that 30% of nights will have poor
weather) to carry out the Wide layer, and 100 nights for the Deep and Ultradeep layers. Table 1 summarizes
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CLAUDS + HSC :   u+grizY 

• combination of area & depth will be unmatched until LSST
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CFHTLS -D “best IQ” represents 2”, S/N=5 depth 
of the stacks (the “25%-ile stacks”) with seeing 
comparable to that which will be delivered with 
the dome-vented CFHTused in this project, 
and thus well-matched to the Subaru HSC seeing
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  (this project)
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SSP summary 

Depth-Area Comparison

HSC Deep   :  28 deg2 at r~27 +NB+ 

+ CLAUDS  :  25 deg2 at u~27   (in HSC D/UD)   

CLAUDS+HSC deep  a unique dataset until LSST

see Reda Ait-Ouahmed’s talk  
tomorrow
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2 PFS SSP team

• Nature & role of neutrinos
• Expansion rate via BAO up to z=2.4
• PFS+HSC tests of GR
• Curvature of space:
• Primordial power spectrum 

• Nature of DM (dSphs)
• Structure of MW dark halo  

• Small-scale tests of structure growth

Assembly history 
of galaxies

• PFS+HSC galaxy association
• Absorption probes with PFS/SDSS 

QSOs around PFS/HSC host galaxies
• Stellar kinematics and chemical 

abundances – MW & M31 
assembly history

• Halo-galaxy connection:
• Outflows & inflows of gas 
• Environment-dependent evolution

M�/Mhalo
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Importance of IGM

• Physics of cosmic reionization via 
LAEs & 21cm studies
• Tomography of gas & DM

• Search for emission from stacked 
spectra

• dSph as relic probe of reionization 
feedback
• Past massive star IMF from element 

abundances
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Figure 1. An illustration summarizes the interlocking nature of the three themes -– cosmology (CO), Galactic archaeology (GA) and galaxy evolution (GE) -–
in addressing the scientific objectives of PFS-SSP program.
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Figure 2. A schematic overview of PFS instruments (see text for details).

the Johns Hopkins University, Laboratoire d’Astrophysique
de Marseille (LAM), the Brazilian PFS Participant Consor-
tium, MPA/MPE in Germany, the Chinese PFS Participant
Consortium, and the North-East Participation Group in the
USA.

3. THE INSTRUMENTS
The 8.2m Subaru Telescope has the largest prime focus field

of any telescope of its class. Following the success of HSC,
a wide-field optical imager, PFS – a massively multiplexed,
optical and near-infrared (NIR) spectrometer – represents the
next logical scientific way forward. Its focal plane is equipped
with 2394 reconfigurable fibers distributed in the 1.3-degree
wide hexagonal field of view. The spectrograph system covers
a wide wavelength range, from 380nm to 1260nm in a single
exposure. PFS and HSC share the same wide field corrector
and collectively form the Subaru Measurement of Images and
Redshifts (SuMIRe) project (PI: H. Murayama).

The PFS instrument is comprised of four subsystems in-
troduced below. Schematically, light from celestial objects is
fed to fibers configured at the prime focus and transmitted via

a fiber cable to the spectrographs in the telescope enclosure
building, and the spectra are recorded on optical and NIR de-
tectors (see Figure 2).

The Prime Focus Instrument (PFI) comprises the fiber
positioner system, science & fiducial fibers, Acquisition &
Guide (AG) cameras, and a calibration system. The fiber po-
sitioner system consists of 42 modules each of which includes
57 “Cobra” rotary actuators populated with science fibers.
Each science fiber is tipped with a plano-concave microlens
to increase the focal ratio of the input beam.

The Metrology Camera System (MCS) is installed at the
Cassegrain focus of the telescope. As the fiber positioners
have no encoders, an external system is required to ensure ac-
curate positioning. MCS takes images of both science and
fiducial fibers back-lit from the other side of prime focus, en-
abling closed-loop operation of the positioners.

The Spectrograph System (SpS) includes a fiber feed, col-
limator and camera optics and dewars and detectors. The di-
vergent beams from the science fibers aligned along slits are
collimated and split into blue, red and NIR channels by two
dichroic mirrors. The beams are then dispersed by VPH grat-
ings and spectral images are formed on the detectors. A grat-
ing exchange mechanism allows a medium resolution option
for stellar work in the red channel. There are four identical
spectrograph modules each of which delivers ⇠600 spectral
images.

The Fiber system (FS) consists of two short-fiber systems
included in PFI and SpS respectively, and a long cable system
is routed via the telescope to connect PFI to SpS via two sets
of fiber connectors. One of these is at the telescope top end to
allow PFS to be removed from the telescope, and the other is
at SpS to ease its integration for operational and maintenance
purposes. Table 1 summarizes the key characteristics of PFS.

The throughput of the entire instrument has been accurately
modeled. Figure 3 shows the limiting magnitude at a S/N=5
in a 1 hour exposure as a function of wavelength for both con-
tinuum and emission line sources relevant for the survey.

4. PFS COSMOLOGY: DARK ENERGY, TEST OF
GRAVITY AND NEUTRINO MASS

The PFS cosmology program will map the three-
dimensional location of about 4 million emission-line galax-
ies with high spatial density over 1400 deg2 and a wide red-
shift range 0.6 < z < 2.4. This dataset will provide a pow-
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Figure 1. An illustration summarizes the interlocking nature of the three themes -– cosmology (CO), Galactic archaeology (GA) and galaxy evolution (GE) -–
in addressing the scientific objectives of PFS-SSP program.
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Figure 2. A schematic overview of PFS instruments (see text for details).

the Johns Hopkins University, Laboratoire d’Astrophysique
de Marseille (LAM), the Brazilian PFS Participant Consor-
tium, MPA/MPE in Germany, the Chinese PFS Participant
Consortium, and the North-East Participation Group in the
USA.

3. THE INSTRUMENTS
The 8.2m Subaru Telescope has the largest prime focus field

of any telescope of its class. Following the success of HSC,
a wide-field optical imager, PFS – a massively multiplexed,
optical and near-infrared (NIR) spectrometer – represents the
next logical scientific way forward. Its focal plane is equipped
with 2394 reconfigurable fibers distributed in the 1.3-degree
wide hexagonal field of view. The spectrograph system covers
a wide wavelength range, from 380nm to 1260nm in a single
exposure. PFS and HSC share the same wide field corrector
and collectively form the Subaru Measurement of Images and
Redshifts (SuMIRe) project (PI: H. Murayama).

The PFS instrument is comprised of four subsystems in-
troduced below. Schematically, light from celestial objects is
fed to fibers configured at the prime focus and transmitted via

a fiber cable to the spectrographs in the telescope enclosure
building, and the spectra are recorded on optical and NIR de-
tectors (see Figure 2).

The Prime Focus Instrument (PFI) comprises the fiber
positioner system, science & fiducial fibers, Acquisition &
Guide (AG) cameras, and a calibration system. The fiber po-
sitioner system consists of 42 modules each of which includes
57 “Cobra” rotary actuators populated with science fibers.
Each science fiber is tipped with a plano-concave microlens
to increase the focal ratio of the input beam.

The Metrology Camera System (MCS) is installed at the
Cassegrain focus of the telescope. As the fiber positioners
have no encoders, an external system is required to ensure ac-
curate positioning. MCS takes images of both science and
fiducial fibers back-lit from the other side of prime focus, en-
abling closed-loop operation of the positioners.

The Spectrograph System (SpS) includes a fiber feed, col-
limator and camera optics and dewars and detectors. The di-
vergent beams from the science fibers aligned along slits are
collimated and split into blue, red and NIR channels by two
dichroic mirrors. The beams are then dispersed by VPH grat-
ings and spectral images are formed on the detectors. A grat-
ing exchange mechanism allows a medium resolution option
for stellar work in the red channel. There are four identical
spectrograph modules each of which delivers ⇠600 spectral
images.

The Fiber system (FS) consists of two short-fiber systems
included in PFI and SpS respectively, and a long cable system
is routed via the telescope to connect PFI to SpS via two sets
of fiber connectors. One of these is at the telescope top end to
allow PFS to be removed from the telescope, and the other is
at SpS to ease its integration for operational and maintenance
purposes. Table 1 summarizes the key characteristics of PFS.

The throughput of the entire instrument has been accurately
modeled. Figure 3 shows the limiting magnitude at a S/N=5
in a 1 hour exposure as a function of wavelength for both con-
tinuum and emission line sources relevant for the survey.

4. PFS COSMOLOGY: DARK ENERGY, TEST OF
GRAVITY AND NEUTRINO MASS

The PFS cosmology program will map the three-
dimensional location of about 4 million emission-line galax-
ies with high spatial density over 1400 deg2 and a wide red-
shift range 0.6 < z < 2.4. This dataset will provide a pow-
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F. Madec 
R. Barette 
T. Crauchet 
P. Blanchard 
K. Dohlen 
M. Jaquet 
Ph. Balard 
JA Benedetti 
D. Le Mignant 
…

Integration SM1(B+R) @ LAM

Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS)

Current status
* 2 SMs (B+R) at Subaru 

* Start of engineering runs 

* First NIR camera @ LAM

SM1 & 3 (B+R) @ Subaru
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LAM  technical contributions
      * Spectrographs integration    (D. Le Mignant / F. Madec) 

      * 1D Data Reduction Pipeline  (V. LeBrun)

Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS)

International collaboration
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PFS: Subaru Strategic Program (360n)
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• PFS Cosmology: HSC-Wide (~1400 sq. deg.) region. Shallow (15-30min each field)

• PFS Galaxy Evolution: HSC-Deep (~15 sq. deg.) regions. Deep (>2hrs) 
• PFS Galactic Archaeology: based on the private HSC data. dwarf gal. sample, M31, 

streams/outer disk (TBD)
• Different fields are spread in RA. Accessible at each epoch during the semester

1200

15 

PFS: Subaru Strategic Program (360n)
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—> Next generation of  High-z  spectroscopic surveys

PFS: Subaru Strategic Program (360n)

14 PFS SSP team

Figure 12. (Left) The combined spectral resolution and statistical samples produced by the PFS GE survey components would lie in unprecedented parameter
space at z & 1 (compilation adapted from Förster Schreiber & Wuyts (2020)). (Right) The dense sampling and large volume probed by the PFS sample will
extend maps of the cosmic web beyond the local Universe.

in redshifted 21 cm emission by the SKA1 array (Key Science
Project observations start 2024). Theoretical models predict
that a cross-power spectrum has transitions from positive on
small scales to negative on larger scales. Models predict that
on small scales (single ionized bubbles), one-halo clustering
introduces a positive correlation. Beyond a bubble radius, an
anti-correlation will result if reionization proceeds from re-
gions of high to low density. The amplitude of the signal,
the spatial scale at the correlations become negative, and the
overall shape of the cross-power spectrum, all constrain the
reionization history of the Universe. The detection of this sig-
nal will be a definitive confirmation of the 21-cm signal from
the EOR and an independent measurement of the ionization
history of the universe.

6.3. How does the interplay between dark and baryonic
matter shape the evolution of galaxies?

In this section we describe how the PFS data will reveal the
relationships between dark and baryonic matter over a wide
range of scales and redshifts. We begin with the largest scales
(the cosmic web)and then move to smaller scales (dark matter
halos).

The growth of large-scale structure drives the evolution of
dark matter halos and the flow of gas between and into galax-
ies, and therefore is the fundamental process behind the for-
mation and evolution of galaxies themselves. On the largest
scales, we have strong theoretical reasons to believe that
galaxies evolving in voids will have di↵erent star formation
histories and angular momentum distributions from those in
filaments or nodes. We know that the orientation of filaments
does impact the spins of galaxies (e.g., Kereš et al. 2005; Pi-
chon et al. 2011), and possibly their star formation histories
(e.g., Kraljic et al. 2018), while mergers which take place as
galaxies move along filaments will change the angular mo-
mentum direction and may lead to quenching (e.g., Dubois
et al. 2014). Large galaxy redshift surveys like VIPERS and
zCOSMOS at z ⇡ 0.7 are just starting to detect these e↵ects
(Malavasi et al. 2017; Laigle et al. 2018).

Prior to PFS it was not possible for a single survey to test

this at earlier times with simultaneously (i) wide enough area
to probe the rarest overdensities and overcome cosmic vari-
ance and (ii) dense enough sampling to trace the large-scale
structure on ⇠1�3 Mpc scales. Thanks to our unprecedented
multiplexing and wavelength coverage, we will perform the
redshift survey needed to make a high-fidelity map of the
large-scale structure in the distant Universe and situate the
galaxy properties within that context (Table 4).

We will be able to connect galaxies to the cosmic web at
two key epochs. We have already described in section 6.2
above how we will map the connection between galaxies and
the cosmic web during the EOR, using the cross-correlation
between PFS LAEs and HI gas.

At cosmic noon, the IGM tomography sample will not only
trace the cosmic web, but also provide new insight into the
state of the gas in and around galaxies. A critical compo-
nent of our program is the measurement of foreground galaxy
redshifts, i.e., 25k continuum-selected galaxies, 9.2k LAEs,
and 1.3k active galactic nuclei (AGNs), that lie within the HI
web. With this sample, we will use morphological features
identified through HSC (and later Roman) imaging to con-
strain possible intrinsic alignments with respect to the cos-
mic web traced by the HI tomography. We will also measure
the 3D cross-correlation between the galaxies and HI absorp-
tion to constrain the underlying bias (and hence halo mass) of
the galaxies as a function of stellar mass, star-formation rate,
metallicity, and other properties. Cross-correlations can also
be extended to metals reflecting the velocity field near galax-
ies, allowing the study to extend down to circum-galactic
medium (CGM) scales in conjunction with detailed hydrody-
namical simulations (Fujita et al, in prep.).

On intermediate spatial scales, the distribution of dark mat-
ter leads to variations in galaxy over-density, ranging from
clusters to groups to isolated galaxies. With PFS we can ro-
bustly measure the evolution in the stellar mass function and
the distribution of specific star-formation rates as a function of
the local mean over-density, to extend known trends between
quenching and environment at z < 1. There are tantalizing
clues that the sign of the morphology-density relation may
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PFS: Subaru Strategic Program (360n)
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PFS - SSP : Cosmology

Cosmology survey :  to measure cosmic length scales at high z 

   -  1200 deg2 with 4 millions ELGs  measured with OII doublet  in 0.6<z<2.4
       with over a comoving Vol  ~ 7 Gpc3  

  

26/43

PFS will measure cosmic length scales 
over a wide redshift range.

[O II]
● [O II] doublet: 3726.0 Å, 3728.8 Å

● Δλ = 2.8 Å (barely resolved in PFS)

● 380 – 1260 nm → z = 0.02 – 2.38

ELGs  selected with 
mag/color criteria
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PFS - SSP : Cosmology

Testing Cosmic acceleration with distance scale lengths  

    -  BAO and Alcock-Paczynski  measurements :  DA(z) and H(z) at 3% at all z 

   -  Expected accuracy with which the PFS BAO-measured DA(z) and H(z) 
      will determine the dark energy density parameter ΩDE(z)
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PFS - SSP : Cosmology

Testing Linear growth rate of DM fluctuations
 -  RSD :   f.σ 8 (z)   at 6% up to z=2.4

       —>  PFS extended to high z  w.r.t.  DESI (Y1) 

       —> does cosmic acceleration arise from a modification of GR on large scales ?

      —> High density sampling of PFS will allow to use voids 

             for additional constraints on cosmological parameters
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PFS - SSP : Cosmology

Constraints on Cosmological Parameters
 -  PFS  uses a single tracer at low and high z 

       —>  Tension in BAO measurements from SDSS at low (galaxies) and high (Lya forest)
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PFS - SSP : Cosmology

   Constraints on total neutrino mass  with shape of Power Spectrum
- Growth of density fluctuations suppressed on scales < “neutrino-free streaming length”
   with z and scale dependence (Takada+2006)  : ( σ(Σ mν ) = 0.02eV)

- Constraints by combining with CMB , Gal. Clust and WL xPS (HSC-PFS)
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PFS: Subaru Strategic Program (360n)
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35/43

Galactic Archaeology

● Chair: Masashi Chiba

● Co-chairs: Judy Cohen, Rosemary Wyse

● Caltech interest: Evan Kirby

1) Milky Way disk

2) Dwarf galaxies

3) Andromeda streams and
 halo

PFS - SSP : Galactic Archaeology

- Assembly history of the Milky Way & M31

- Nature of Dark Matter and DM Structures in nearby galaxies 

   —>  by measuring ~100,000 of stellar spectra
          (radial velocity and chemical abundances)  

different chemical abundances
produced on different time scale 
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PFS - SSP : Galactic Archaeology

Test Dark Matter model with dwarf galaxy profiles 
     —>  PFS uniquely designed to map dSphs up to tidal Radii 

Galactic Archeology
Just received the revised version on March 21
Part I:
• Suggest crisper introduction with science 

questions within the theme “Testing ΛCDM”
• Test dark matter models with dwarf galaxy 

profiles (DM nature vs. baryonic feedbacks)
• Test whether M31 displays the bimodal disk 

chemical structures, similarly to MW
• Study the response of MW (in the outer disk) 

to Sagittarius dwarf and/or LMC

• New figures look very good 
Part II:
• Apparent duplication of text on software in 
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PFS Galactic Archaeology
• The nature of DM, the assembly of the MW/M31
• Unique science: dSphs, M31, outer disk/streams
• Some dSphs promise high-impact results (the 

nature of DM); ~20 nights (1-2 nights per dSph)
• No competition: MOONS will mainly observe the 

Galactic bulge

Fornax 

Keck DEIMOS 

PFS

PFS 1 nights ~ 60 Keck nights
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     —>  Fornax in 4 PFS pointings 

     —>  1 PFS night = 60 Keck nights 

     —>  robust DM profile:   inner-outer regions 
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PFS - SSP : Galactic Archaeology

Test Dark Matter model with dwarf galaxy profiles 
     —>  impact of Baryonic feedback effects on CDM cusp or other DM ? 

Galactic Archeology
Just received the revised version on March 21
Part I:
• Suggest crisper introduction with science 

questions within the theme “Testing ΛCDM”
• Test dark matter models with dwarf galaxy 

profiles (DM nature vs. baryonic feedbacks)
• Test whether M31 displays the bimodal disk 

chemical structures, similarly to MW
• Study the response of MW (in the outer disk) 

to Sagittarius dwarf and/or LMC

• New figures look very good 
Part II:
• Apparent duplication of text on software in 
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— Baryonic feedbacks 

     from 2 hydro-dynamical

     simulations (NIHAO, FIRE-2)

— Current measurements with 

     large uncertainties 

— stellar metallicities + [α/Fe] ratios

     sensitive to high-mass IMF  (SNe)  
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  To infer the merging history of the Milky Way

24

MW outer disk

Outer disk regions from PS1 (Bernard+ 2016)
PFS footprints

11 fields each at b=±20, ±30

PFS - SSP : Galactic Archaeology

l=270,b=60

l=90,b=60

l=90,b=-60

Sky distribution of selected streams
(North, LMC effect, distant, number of bright member stars)

Hermus

Hyllus

Triangulum
NGC5466

Field of
Streams Boo I

RA

D
EC

Well-selected samples to constrain
the shape of Galactic potential and halo dynamics

Miho

l=270,b=60

l=90,b=60

l=90,b=-60

Sky distribution of selected streams
(North, LMC effect, distant, number of bright member stars)

Hermus

Hyllus

Triangulum
NGC5466

Field of
Streams Boo I

RA
D

EC

Well-selected samples to constrain
the shape of Galactic potential and halo dynamics

Miho

—> accretion events from halo streams        

—> Halo streams to constraint the shape of 
       galactic potential 
 

—> response of the MW outer disk to the   
      Sagittarius dwarf  (Sag. plunged ∼ 500 Myr ago)
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  To infer the merging history of the Andromeda

25

PFS - SSP : Galactic Archaeology

—> stochasticity is expected in the assembly histories of large galaxies 
      (reflected in chemo-dynamics of  stellar halos and disks): Different histories for M31 vs MW. 

Galactic Archeology
Just received the revised version on March 21
Part I:
• Suggest crisper introduction with science 

questions within the theme “Testing ΛCDM”
• Test dark matter models with dwarf galaxy 

profiles (DM nature vs. baryonic feedbacks)
• Test whether M31 displays the bimodal disk 

chemical structures, similarly to MW
• Study the response of MW (in the outer disk) 

to Sagittarius dwarf and/or LMC

• New figures look very good 
Part II:
• Apparent duplication of text on software in 
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MW disk
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4m limit

PFS limit

Giant Southern 
Stream

NW Stream

—> PFS will explore disk, halo (15000/22000) stars to detect bimodal chemical distrib. (sign of mergers)     
       and North and South streams to characterize progenitors  of the merging galaxies.    
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PFS: Subaru Strategic Program (360n)
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Galaxies & their environments
              (0.7<z<7) 
IGM tomography (Ly-a forest  at z>2)

End of Reionization(LAE z>5.5)

350,000 spectra  over 15 deg2  
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Tulimson +17

CGM

IGM

 interplay between
infall  -   SFR  -   feedback 

Baryons in CW 
80% in IGM / fil.
10% in CGM
10% in stars

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution

CW : environment where galaxies form / evolveGalaxies : complex systems

How does the interplay between dark and baryonic matter shape the evolution of galaxies? 

How do gas and metals flow into and out of galaxies? 

How do relations between galaxy properties arise and evolve? 
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PFS Galaxy Evolution

• A comprehensive study of galaxies and IGM over a 
wide range of redshifts, 0.7<z<7

• Intermediate-z galaxy sample (0.7<z<2): cosmic web
• IGM tomography (2.2<z<2.7)
• High-z continuum selected sample (3.5<z<5.5)
• Epoch of reionization LAE sample (z=5.7, 6.6)
• Synergy with deep HSC images 
• Complementary to MOONS GE program (wider 

wavelength coverage) but cooperation possible

-  Multi-purposes  targets  ==>   Complex selections 

  Main Gal Sample
   J<22.8 + Photo-z
  ~275,000 z  
  Cosmic Web  0.7<z<2

IGM tomography
 g<24.7 + Zph
~45,000 z  
HI cosmic web 2<z<2.5

High-z cont. selected  
Y<24.5 + Zph
~25,000 z  
Proto clusters 2.5<z<5.5  

Lya Emitters  
HSC NBs select.
~8,000 z   
 post reio. z>5.5  

  A comprehensive study of galaxy and IGM evolution
  over a wide range of z & environment           

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution
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PFS Galaxy Evolution

• A comprehensive study of galaxies and IGM over a 
wide range of redshifts, 0.7<z<7

• Intermediate-z galaxy sample (0.7<z<2): cosmic web
• IGM tomography (2.2<z<2.7)
• High-z continuum selected sample (3.5<z<5.5)
• Epoch of reionization LAE sample (z=5.7, 6.6)
• Synergy with deep HSC images 
• Complementary to MOONS GE program (wider 

wavelength coverage) but cooperation possible

         350,000 spectra of a wide variety of

         galaxy population 

3 x 5 deg2   

      3 HSC-Deep regions covering 15 deg2 

  —> A large volume to trace the Cosmic Web 

 

PFS: to unveil
the Cosmic Web
at 0.7<z<2

HSC PFS

COSMOS

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution
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         Different exposure time & SNR (Texp=2-12h)   —> detailed studies of massive gal:
      SFR, SFH, M*,met., quenching, feedback/infall

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution
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—> via galaxy clustering   0.7<z<5

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution

Subaru PFS SSP Survey 15

Low-z main+deep

IGM tomography map

Background galaxies

High-z continuum selectedNB LAEs

NB LAEs
!"
"#
$%

&$

Redshift 1234567
HI at <z>=6.6

PFS 
Reconstruction

TB

The PFS Galaxy Evolution Survey

PFS 
Reconstruction

Density Field (<z>=2.4)

PFS 
Reconstruction

Density Field (<z>=1.1)

14.2k 43.3k22k 261k/14k

Figure 13. Number of spectra in each subset of the PFS GE survey (top) and a representative light cone to demonstrate the key redshift regimes it will probe
(middle). Pop-out panels depict the recovery of cosmic structures from the PFS SSP (top panels: truth, bottom panels: recovered) at hzi = 1.1, 2.4 and 6.6. The
top left panel shows reionization bubbles in the HI 21cm brightness temperature distribution from Kubota et al. (2019), while the bottom panel shows the LAE
distribution observed by PFS spectroscopy, which is anti-correlated with the ionized bubbles in this particular model. The top middle and right panels show the
simulated density fields from the Horizon AGN simulation at hzi = 2.4 and hzi = 1.1, while bottom middle and right show the reconstructed density from the
PFS galaxy redshift distribution and IGM absorption data using the TARDIS (Horowitz et al. 2019) and ARGO (Ata et al. 2015) algorithms.

change at higher redshift, with strong star formation occur-
ring in proto-cluster cores at z & 2 (e.g. Wang et al. 2016).
We can also test whether the 3D location in the web (e.g. dis-
tance from the nearest filament) plays an additional role in
a↵ecting galaxy properties at a range of epochs (Laigle et al.
2018).

Finally, on smaller spatial scales, the connection between
the galaxies and their host dark matter halos has provided a
compelling framework to understand the overall e�ciency of
galaxy formation (e.g. Wechsler & Tinker 2018). The most
basic measure of this relation is the stellar mass-to-halo mass
(SMHM) relation, which captures the overall e�ciency of star
formation over the entire history of the Universe (Behroozi
et al. 2013). This relation is often derived using two-point
statistics to compare the biased clustering of galaxies at a
given stellar mass to compute the average masses of host dark
matter halos (Figure 14a). The default analytic models used
to describe the “galaxy-halo connection” rely on determinis-
tic mappings (including scatter) between Mhalo and M⇤ (e.g.,
Berlind & Weinberg 2002), but increasing evidence suggests
that additional secondary factors, such as relative halo as-
sembly history, are important in driving the timing and e�-
ciency of galaxy formation. Empirically, this “assembly bias”
manifests as stronger clustering of older (or less-star-forming)
galaxies at fixed stellar mass (Figure 14b) (e.g., Gao & White
2007). No other photometric or spectroscopic survey at z > 1
would have the necessary statistics, accurate 3D positions,
stellar masses, star formation rates, and halo masses derived
from clustering measurements and halo occupation distribu-
tion models (e.g., Durkalec et al. 2015; Kashino et al. 2017)
to measure the SMHM relation and test for the importance of
assembly bias in understanding the galaxy-halo connection in
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Figure 14. Two-point correlation functions of spectroscopic samples of
galaxies provide a robust statistical measurement of host dark matter halo
mass, thus constraining the SMHM relation; PFS will constrain this relation
from 0.7 & z & 4.5. Furthermore, we will test models of the overall ef-
ficiency of galaxy formation, testing the existence of assembly bias in the
mapping from galaxy stellar mass to halo mass.

the early Universe.

6.4. How do gas and metals flow into an out of galaxies?
Galaxies grow primarily through the accretion of gas from

the cosmic web. This inflow fuels new star formation and
black hole growth, which in turn can drive outflows that may
change the dynamical and thermal state of the inflowing gas.
This cycle likely plays a key role in the self-regulation (and
quenching) of star formation and black hole growth. The PFS
galaxy evolution program is designed to document these flows
by acquiring spectra of about 360,000 galaxies from redshifts
⇠ 0.7 to 5.5. This will enable us to quantify the strength and
prevalence of outflows on galactic and circum-galactic scales,
and seek evidence for gas inflows with the circum-galactic

To constrain relationship between Galaxies and their DM Halos envt. 

—> SHMR with additional galaxy properties
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New generation of spectroscopic surveys to map the cosmic web 

S. Arnouts    z-survey  Jan 2017
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—> exploring the influence of CW on galaxy properties near the peak of SFRD

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution

To constrain relationship between Galaxies and their Large Scale  envt. 
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VIPERS  [ I<22.5 ]  [ 1.6x1deg2 ]  
VIPERS  best LSS 

at high z  so far 

35

MOCK PFS

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution

higher sampling and also spectral resolution

(Malavasi+17)

(Sousbie 2011)
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9

see Pichon+01, Caucci+08

-- RUM - 7/10/2016 --

Inversion of the Lyman-    
forest through Wiener 
filtering: interpolation 
between line-of-sights (los)

To reach ~Mpc scales, use bright galaxies (selected on their r-band photometry at z~2) 
in addition to quasars

2<z<2.5

Credit: K.G. Lee  and C. Stark 

Reconstructing the cosmic web: tomography

Transverse correlation 
length (map resolution) 
set by the mean inter-los 
distance

Ly-a abs lines  along LoS

Figure 2: The Lyman-α forest as a probe of large-scale structure. The panel on the top shows a
typical high-resolution spectrum of a quasar at redshift z= 3.62. Shortward of the redshifted Lyman-α
emission line at 1216(1+ z)Å, the spectrum shows a “forest” of absorption lines of different strength
produced by intervening neutral hydrogen gas along the line-of-sight from the quasar to the Earth.
Hydrodynamical simulations reproduce the observed absorption spectra with remarkable fidelity, as
illustrated by the simulated spectrum in the bottom panel, corresponding to intervening large-scale
structure at z ! 3. The sketch in the middle panel shows an example of the gas distribution in a
simulated ΛCDM model.

29

Transmitted flux, 

F=F0 exp(-𝜏) with  

—> absorptions trace Large Scale Structure  

Residual neutral hydrogen
 in the filamentary IGM causes 
absorption lines in the spectra 
of Background sources 

To reveal the HI gas Cosmic Web   with IGM tomography

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution
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PFS will use QSO/Gal at  2.1<z<3.5 : 3000 
spectra/deg2 

Going beyond quasars for Ly-! forest

Huge jump in sightline availability 
with LBGs/star-forming galaxies!
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Figure 1: Reconstruct the anisotropic cosmic web 
with galaxies and the IGM

Truth

Reconstruction

Many thanks to KG and team

   —> Reveal the HI CW at  2<z<2.5 with res. ~4cMpc

   —> First connection between Galaxies  and  IGM ( galaxy gas reservoir)

from KG Lee

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution

HI CW reconstruction depends on number of background sources
from KG Lee
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To reveal the HI gas Cosmic Web   with IGM tomography

38

—> Protoclusters with HI over-densities
Protocluster detection in CLAMATO

• Original motivation for IGM tomography was to search for high-z galaxy protoclusters.

• Stark, White, Lee+2015, MNRAS, 453, 311 showed using simulations that IGM 
tomography observations with 8-10m class facilities can detect Virgo-like progenitors 
with 60-70% completeness and purity

• Detection of HI excess associated with z=2.44 galaxy protocluster (Lee+2016, ApJ, 817, 
160)

• Co-spatial with galaxy overdensities found by Diener+2015, Chiang+2015, Casey+2015

 13

Lee+2016

CLAMATO survey (Keck),  Lee+16
—> Cosmic voids  with HI under-densitiesFirst Detection Of Cosmic Voids At High-z
Krolewski, KGL, et al 2018, ApJ, 861, 60 (arXiv:1710.02612)

• Most distant-known cosmic voids from galaxy redshift surveys are at 
z~0.9 (VIPERS Survey, Hawken+2016)

• Obvious coherent underdensities in the CLAMATO map at 
2.05<z<2.55

• Search for voids in CLAMATO using simple “spherical underdensity” 
void finder (e.g. Stark, Font-Ribera, White, KGL, 2015)

• Found ~48 cosmic voids ranging with R>5 Mpc/h (work done by 
UC Berkeley grad student Alex Krolewski)

redshift

24
M

pc
/h

 a
lo

ng
 D

ec CLAMATO,  Krolewski+18

PFS - SSP : Galaxy Evolution

—>   IGM tomography : a new window for high redshift  CW   
—>   First connection between Galaxies  and  IGM ( galaxy gas reservoir)
—>   CGM analyses (infall/feedback) 
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PFS :  High Multiplex Spectrograph Landscape
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PFS and its SSP will revolutionize our view

 of the high redshift universe 

as SDSS did 20 yrs ago
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generally hampered the capability of 
 optical spectrometers to identify galaxies. 
Of course, the broad spectral coverage  
of MOONS will also allow the investiga-
tion of large samples of very distant gal-
axies, around the epoch of reionisation, 
especially by observing Lya and other 
transitions in the ultraviolet rest frame. In 
addition to the spectral coverage and 
sensitivity, the combination of high multi-
plexing and high density of fibres on sky 
will enable MOONS to identify a broad 
range of galaxy environments, from clus-
ters to groups, filaments, and voids (Fig-
ure 3), and will unambiguously determine 
how galaxy properties depend on the 
environment in which they live.

Within the MOONS GTO, 190 nights are 
dedicated to the extragalactic survey 
MOONRISE (MOONS Redshift-Intensive 
Survey Experiment). With MOONRISE we 
expect to obtain key spectroscopic infor-
mation for a few hundred thousand gal-
axies, possibly up to about half a million 
galaxies at 0.9 < z < 2.6, as well as for a 
few thousand galaxies around the epoch 
of reionisation (z ~ 6–8). Such large sta-
tistics will also provide an unprecedented 
test of assumptions embedded in various 
cosmological simulations and models. 
Indeed, different models and simulations 
implement various physical processes  
in different ways in order to reproduce 
galaxy evolution and therefore they pre-
dict different galaxy properties in the 
early phases of their formation, which can 
be tested with MOONRISE’s with unprec-
edented statistics.

Together with the MOONRISE GTO pro-
gramme, during the first ten years of 
operation additional open time surveys 
will expand the legacy of MOONS to 
include millions of galaxy spectra span-
ning even broader redshift intervals and 
sampling a broader parameter space.  
In the following, we focus on the science 
goals and strategy of the MOONRISE 
survey, bearing in mind that this is only a 
sample of what MOONS will be able to 
deliver over the longer term.

MOONRISE science goals

It is impossible to present an exhaustive 
list of the various cutting-edge science 
goals of the MOONRISE survey in the 

limited space available here. In the follow-
ing, we outline a representative sample  
of the primary science aims of the survey.

–  The metallicity evolution of galaxies.  
By measuring multiple nebular transi-
tions in galaxies, spanning more than 
three orders of magnitude in mass 
(108.5 < M✴/M☉ < 1011.7) and more than 
three orders of magnitude in the star 

formation rate (SFR), it will be possible  
to measure the gaseous metallicity for 
hundreds of thousands of galaxies, 
enabling us to solidly assess the evolu-
tion of the metallicity scaling relations. 
In particular, the redshift evolution (or 
lack thereof) of the mass-metallicity 
relation (for example, Troncoso et al., 
2014; Kashino et al., 2019) and of the 
Fundamental Metallicity Relation (the 
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Figure 1. Comparison 
between MOONS and 
other near-infrared 
multi- object spectro-
graphs at ground-based 
8–10-m telescopes in 
terms of wavelength 
range, multiplexing and 
maximum target density 
that can be observed in 
a single pointing.

Figure 2. Examples of 
star-forming (blue) and 
passive (red) galaxy 
spectra shifted to three 
representative redshifts 
that will be targeted by 
the MOONRISE survey 
(Table 1), illustrating  
the observability of 
some of the primary 
nebular and stellar rest-
frame optical features.

Figure 3. Example of 
different environments 
that will be sampled by 
the MOONRISE survey 
at a representative red-
shift slice around z = 1.4 
by exploiting the large-
scale dark matter distri-
bution obtained from  
the Millennium simula-
tion (Springel et al., 
2005).
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generally hampered the capability of 
 optical spectrometers to identify galaxies. 
Of course, the broad spectral coverage  
of MOONS will also allow the investiga-
tion of large samples of very distant gal-
axies, around the epoch of reionisation, 
especially by observing Lya and other 
transitions in the ultraviolet rest frame. In 
addition to the spectral coverage and 
sensitivity, the combination of high multi-
plexing and high density of fibres on sky 
will enable MOONS to identify a broad 
range of galaxy environments, from clus-
ters to groups, filaments, and voids (Fig-
ure 3), and will unambiguously determine 
how galaxy properties depend on the 
environment in which they live.

Within the MOONS GTO, 190 nights are 
dedicated to the extragalactic survey 
MOONRISE (MOONS Redshift-Intensive 
Survey Experiment). With MOONRISE we 
expect to obtain key spectroscopic infor-
mation for a few hundred thousand gal-
axies, possibly up to about half a million 
galaxies at 0.9 < z < 2.6, as well as for a 
few thousand galaxies around the epoch 
of reionisation (z ~ 6–8). Such large sta-
tistics will also provide an unprecedented 
test of assumptions embedded in various 
cosmological simulations and models. 
Indeed, different models and simulations 
implement various physical processes  
in different ways in order to reproduce 
galaxy evolution and therefore they pre-
dict different galaxy properties in the 
early phases of their formation, which can 
be tested with MOONRISE’s with unprec-
edented statistics.

Together with the MOONRISE GTO pro-
gramme, during the first ten years of 
operation additional open time surveys 
will expand the legacy of MOONS to 
include millions of galaxy spectra span-
ning even broader redshift intervals and 
sampling a broader parameter space.  
In the following, we focus on the science 
goals and strategy of the MOONRISE 
survey, bearing in mind that this is only a 
sample of what MOONS will be able to 
deliver over the longer term.

MOONRISE science goals

It is impossible to present an exhaustive 
list of the various cutting-edge science 
goals of the MOONRISE survey in the 

limited space available here. In the follow-
ing, we outline a representative sample  
of the primary science aims of the survey.

–  The metallicity evolution of galaxies.  
By measuring multiple nebular transi-
tions in galaxies, spanning more than 
three orders of magnitude in mass 
(108.5 < M✴/M☉ < 1011.7) and more than 
three orders of magnitude in the star 

formation rate (SFR), it will be possible  
to measure the gaseous metallicity for 
hundreds of thousands of galaxies, 
enabling us to solidly assess the evolu-
tion of the metallicity scaling relations. 
In particular, the redshift evolution (or 
lack thereof) of the mass-metallicity 
relation (for example, Troncoso et al., 
2014; Kashino et al., 2019) and of the 
Fundamental Metallicity Relation (the 
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Figure 1. Comparison 
between MOONS and 
other near-infrared 
multi- object spectro-
graphs at ground-based 
8–10-m telescopes in 
terms of wavelength 
range, multiplexing and 
maximum target density 
that can be observed in 
a single pointing.

Figure 2. Examples of 
star-forming (blue) and 
passive (red) galaxy 
spectra shifted to three 
representative redshifts 
that will be targeted by 
the MOONRISE survey 
(Table 1), illustrating  
the observability of 
some of the primary 
nebular and stellar rest-
frame optical features.

Figure 3. Example of 
different environments 
that will be sampled by 
the MOONRISE survey 
at a representative red-
shift slice around z = 1.4 
by exploiting the large-
scale dark matter distri-
bution obtained from  
the Millennium simula-
tion (Springel et al., 
2005).
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        MOONRISE  

* 500,000 gal 0.9<z<2.6

* MOONS unique at high-z 
    with line diagnostics

* BUT small fov for CW

PFS  vs MOONS

PFS :  High Multiplex Spectrograph Landscape

—>   2 fields in common 
         MOONS/PFS can be complementary


